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secutex turning mat

Careful and controlled turning

When rolling off a load over the floor, the 
heavy load can slip uncontrollably on the smooth 
warehouse floor. There is considerable risk of 
accidents. Expensive workpieces can be damaged 
under their own weight and may require time-
consuming reprocessing. secutex turning mats 
(see figure above) are completely slip-resistant. 
The turning manoeuvre can be performed safely 
and smoothly.

Available as an option
- Surface structures (profiling etc.)
- secutex heat (heat-resistant buffer pad)
-  Individual warnings and markings

02.2 COILPROTECT

secutex floor plates 
secutex turning mat

Slip-resistant and 
protective underlays

secutex floor plates

Slip-resistant and protective

Often freshly-wound coils are temporarily stored 
on cardboard or felt. With oily coils, the card-
board or felt absorb the oil and must be disposed 
of at expense as hazardous waste.

secutex floor plates (right) can be rapidly cleaned 
of oil and dirt residues. Even in the case of heavy 
and long-term use, the extreme cut resistance 
and pressure resistance prevents the penetration 
of dirt particles into the surface. Thanks to the 
surrounding ramp, the floor plate can be driven 
over without any problem.

Available as an option
- Surface structures (profiling etc.)
- secutex heat (heat-resistant buffer pad)
-  Individual warnings and markings
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